Post-Arrival Case Review - Processing Timeline
Timeline Overview (Timelines and process steps may vary due to case specific details)
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Results of Case Review
Letter
Letter sent to sponsor with
the findings, including the
RAP rate amounts and a
summary of the support
provided.
When support deficiencies
are noted, IRCC collaborates
with the sponsor by
identifying any outstanding
items for correction and by
providing a period of time to
allow for resolution of these
items.
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Request for
Information Letter
IRCC requests information,
including documentation,
from the sponsor about
the level of support
provided, so that a review
of the sponsorship can be
performed.
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Sponsor
IRCC collaborates with the
sponsor by phone or email to
answer questions about program
requirements and to provide
suggestions of acceptable
documentation.
Sponsor has 4 weeks to submit
all requested documentation.
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Sponsor has 1-2
weeks to
respond.
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Default Letter Sent
If the sponsorship was broken down and the
sponsor is determined to be at fault, the
Default Letter is sent to advise the sponsor of
this final decision.

Sponsorship Breakdown/PFL
(if needed)
IRCC declares a breakdown of
the sponsorship. In cases
where fault is to be
determined, an opportunity is
provided to the sponsor to
demonstrate that they should
not be at fault.
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Total:
4 months
(approx.)
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Sponsor has 4 weeks to submit
information under procedural
fairness.
Once a breakdown is declared, the
sponsorship cannot be restored and
only support provided prior to the
breakdown will be considered when
determining fault.
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Post-Arrival Case Review - Processing Timeline

DESCRIPTION

The Case Review Process is initiated for all post-arrival resettlement assurance activities (reactive and routine monitoring and reported case follow-ups).

Timelines were carefully established to balance providing adequate time for sponsors to resolve identified concerns with refugees not receiving adequate support.

IRCC has flexibility and reserves the right to skip steps in the process if it is in the best interest and wellbeing of the newcomers.

If the sponsorship period ends during the review of the case, a procedural fairness letter will be sent to provide the sponsor with the opportunity to demonstrate
that support were provided during the sponsorship period.

Additional Notes:
• In most cases, the sponsor only moves to the next stage/letter if the issue is not resolved at the previous stage
• Extensions may be granted on a case-by-case basis
• Standard extension is one week; may vary based on explanation provided
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